
IS TELEVISION BAD FOR CHILDREN

But too much screen time can be a bad thing: Children who consistently spend more than 4 hours per day watching TV
are more likely to be overweight.

What infants and toddlers need most to learn is interaction with the people around them. Screen Time and
Children As children grow and develop, they can be easily influenced by what they see and hear, especially
from digital media. Moreover, kids who watch five or more hours of television everyday are much less averse
to start smoking cigarettes than the individuals who watch less than the prescribed two hours a day. Talk about
what was good or bad about the program. Parents can customize their settings to receive recommendations and
parent tips based on their kids' ages. A kid with a TV in the bedroom watches a lot more TV and is exposed to
more age-inappropriate content than a kid who doesn't have a TV in his or her bedroom. Many violent acts are
caused by the "good guys," whom kids are taught to admire. Video programming is constantly changing,
constantly interesting, and almost never forces a child to deal with anything more tedious than an infomercial.
Just having the TV on in the background, even if "no one is watching it," is enough to delay language
development. Where's the Harm? Be a good example to your child by not watching too much TV or digital
media yourself. Don't turn on a viewing device randomly. Toddlers 18 months to 24 months: Some screen
time with a parent or caregiver. Of course, it's nearly impossible to remove all exposure to marketing
messages. It also contributes to problems with sleep and attention. Some programs can be educational. Young
kids are particularly frightened by scary and violent images. Surveys tell us that  Limit your own screen time.
Liquor ads on TV have really expanded throughout the most recent few years and more underage children are
presented them than any other time in history. Sign in or Sign up to Ask a Question. Educational TV makes
the biggest difference for children whose homes are the least intellectually stimulating. Overexposure to
images of violence, sex, and alcohol and to harsh language not only can influence kids' behavior; it also can
have a long-lasting emotional impact. Still looking for answers? Studies have shown that decreasing the
amount of TV kids watched led to less weight gain and lower body mass index BMI. Too much screen time
can also take away from reading, studying, learning activities, play, and exercise. So sure, babies and toddlers
don't get anything out of watching TV, but if they seem to like it, where's the harm? Many daytime programs
such as soap operas and talk shows are not appropriate for children. First, TV is a bad influence on kids,
because children who watch more TV are more likely to be overweight.


